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presses the mission I am feeling in my heart right in this minute, right now, to walk
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(crawl?) and to serve. Thanks, God, for your grace.
This is the time of year in the panel when change makes way for change, and we experience our cyclical spirit
of rotation. Elections have been happening at Groups and Districts, and on November 19 th we held our Area
Elections in Modesto.
New Panel of officers -- Let me introduce your new panel of officers:
Delegate: Lela M
Alternate Delegate: Kelley M
Chair: Vikki L
Alternate Chair: Michael K
Recording Secretary: Jan P
Registrar: Brent G
Treasurer: Ann R
Gratitudes
I’d like to take a moment to thank Districts 33 and 56 for doing such a great job hosting the Election Assembly.
Thanks also to the CNCA counters for being so helpful with the election process, and to Past Delegate, Marianne
H, for leading us through the afternoon. A very warm thank you for our visiting General Service Office and
Grapevine and Board trusted servants. And finally, thanks to all the Districts and GSRs, visitors and members for
all the rich participation throughout the weekend.
I especially though, want to thank and acknowledge the members who stood and were not asked yet to serve
in their next 12th-step assignment. Every single 12th-step job is critical – from stepping off a ladder to taking a
phone call from another A.A. member NO MATTER WHAT, to taking a seat in a meeting room – we are responsible! Our very lives depend on it. Thanks for your courage, and willingness, for your love of A.A., and for your example.
New and Old Business -- We had four topics of New Business at the Assembly:
♦ The budget was presented, and it passed. Gratitudes to the Finance Committee for understanding the groupconscience so well.
(continued on pg 2)
GSR Preamble: We are the General Service Representatives. We are the link in the chain of communication for our groups with the General Service Conference and the world of A.A. We
realize that the ultimate authority in A.A. is a loving God as He may express Himself in our group conscience. As trusted servants, our job is to bring information to our groups in order that
the group can reach an informed group conscience. Passing along this group conscience we are helping to maintain the unity and strength so vital to our fellowship. Let us, therefore, have
the patience and tolerance to listen while others share, the courage to speak up when we have something to share, and the wisdom to do what is right for our groups and A.A. as a whole.

A reminder for 7th Tradition contributions to CNIA:
Don’t forget to include your group’s name, GSO ID and to sign the check! Please mail to: CNIA, P.O. Box 161712, Sacramento, CA 95816-1712

CHAIR of CNIA 07 (continued from pg 1)

♦ A housekeeping recommendation came from the
eServices Committee to purchase a replacement PC
for the Recording Secretary, and it passed with no
objection.
♦ A recommendation came from the eServices Committee to purchase a Wi-Fi card (for backups and virus checks) and to purchase a monthly service – this
housekeeping recommendation was not approved
unanimously and will carry over as a formal business
motion at the next Assembly (once the Finance Committee reviews impacts).
♦ A motion was made about introducing a Prudent
Reserve policy, and that too will carry over.
♦ The carry-over motion about ceasing printing and
mailing of the Accents and Acentos failed. As a result - the Accents and Acentos will continue to be
printed and distributed via postal mail. Thanks to all
of you, who took the time to complete the survey and
to participate in thoughtful deliberation.
Please take these topics to your groups!
Discussion
We took time to conduct Roundtables and hear report-backs. CNIA is SO well informed and participative! We also heard from Carole H, NCCAA Chair,
about the history and purpose of NCCAA. Thanks,
Carole, for the great overview and discussion!
December
Some things change and some things stay the
same. One thing I know I can count on every year is
the reprint of the article entitled “Twelve Tips on
Keeping Your Holiday Season Sober and Joyous,” in
the Winter Edition of Box 459. I like to copy this page
and distribute it to newcomers at various meetings.
With such helpful tips as “Don’t think you have to
stay late,” to “Line up extra A.A. activities for the holiday season” – the suggestions are helpful for newcomer and long-timer alike, and just may save someone’s life!
My hope, as we go through this busy month, is that
we all get to experience moments and moments of
quiet desire to share our usefulness with other alcoholics and loved ones, and that we walk in God’s
grace and light and love.
Blessings, love and service,
Lela M, Area Chair
CNIA 07 - Panel 60
CNIA AREA ACCENTS
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Minutes (Unapproved)
CNIA – Area Committee Meeting
October 15, 2011
E. Yolo Fellowship, West Sacramento, CA
The Area Committee Meeting of California Northern Interior Area (CNIA) was held at the East Yolo Fellowship in
West Sacramento, California on October 15th, 2011. Our
Area Chair, Lela M. called the ACM to order at 10:10 followed by the Serenity Prayer. The GSR Preamble was read
in Spanish by Pedro. The Traditions were read by Sunny,
District 32. The 12 Concepts were read by Wally, Past
Area Chair and Alternate Delegate from CNCA.
INTRODUCTIONS
Lela introduced Past Delegates, Marianne H-Panel 56
and Lee W-Panel 58. And Past Area Chair and Alternate
Delegate from CNCA-Wally C and Past Area Secretary Cheryl H

CONSIDERATION OF MINUTES
Consideration of the September 2011 Minutes was unanimously approved by the body.
ASSEMBLY and LIAISON REPORTS
ELECTION ASSEMBLY – Brenda and Francisco
So far, we have 34 registrants. We had a planning meeting.
Districts 33 and 56 are splitting the responsibility. We
have quite a few volunteers. We will have Mexican food
ready for you when you get there.
WINTER ASSEMBLY – Laurelle G
The final flyer has been approved and sent to translation
and Accents for publication. I will be more than happy to
accept checks and registration at the Assembly. Our Committee Chair is Gail K. Our Winter Assembly is January
20th-22nd, 2012, at the Merced County Fairgrounds. Registration will be $15.00, Meal $15 and Bottomless Cup
$3.00. There are several lodging establishments in the area
which will be offering discounted rates with a January 2nd
deadline. This is an awesome opportunity to bring members
together in service and fellowship.
PRE-CONFERENCE ASSEMBLY – Sunny
The assembly will be in Stockton at the fairgrounds. I got
the check for rent and sent it off with the application.
POST CONFERENCE ASSEMBLY – Matthew L
We are looking for a facility. We have contacted a couple
of places. We are trying not to be at the fairgrounds this
year. We are hoping for a hotel or a casino in our district.
CCF – Stan J – On November 19th, the CCFAA Delegates
meeting will be to vote in next year’s positions. We will
need a new CCFAA Chair, CCFAA Assistant Chair/CNIA
Liaison, and CCFAA Treasurer. Also, the PI/CPC Chairperson is vacant and will need to be filled. Visit Central
Office website at www.aasacramento.org to read the By
The Way, CCFAA delegates meeting minutes, budget in-
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formation, and location of meetings in
the CCFAA area. For new groups to
be voted in and be included in the
CCFAA meeting schedule, come to
any monthly CCFAA Delegates meeting at 2 pm.
H & I – Woody R - The General
Committee met last Saturday and approved the H&I budget for 2012. Donations are down about 14% from last
year and the committee confirmed its
previous decision to only order Big
Books, 12 & 12s and pamphlets until
donations increase. The Facility Coordinator position for CSP Sacramento
(Old Folsom) is still vacant. The
qualifications for Facility Coordinator
are listed in the Pink Pamphlet. Interested parties should contact the H&I
General Chair or the Region 40 Chair
if interested. The General Meeting
discussed the importance of opening
communications lines with other entities so members will know the challenges we're facing. No new motions
were presented.

CYPAA XVI. WACYPAA is the
Western Area Conference of Young
People in Alcoholics Anonymous.
DELTA INTERGROUP – Sunny –
Saturday Night Live is an event that
happens every first Saturday of the
month and is well attended. We have
the Fall Fest coming up in Tracy.

PRAASA BID REPORT – Jan P/
Dick R/Melody T – Our committee
has been Melody T, Dick R and myself. We have added a treasurer and
accountant from Stockton and former
CNIA 07 officer, Bill S. We met with
the Radisson Hotel and toured the facility, asked questions, and gave particulars and requirements for
PRAASA. There were concerns regarding some space requirements. It
was suggested that a budget with
breakdown costs would be helpful in
determining the various uses of their
facility. We met with the Doubletree
by Hilton. We toured the complete
facility, asked numerous questions,
gained considerable information. It
SPANISH H & I – Joe – Region 100 was agreed that Doubletree by Hilton
could definitely be a ‘fit’ and good
is the H & I Region that covers all of
Northern California. We go to county location for PRAASA 2016 in Sacrajails. We go to federal penitentiaries. mento. We are planning 1200-1500
attendees. Main advantage is location:
We just started going into Napa. We
have a lot of stuff going on right now. near freeway, restaurants, sufficient
rooms at both Doubletree by Hilton
We are all very excited about it.
SACYPAA – Regina K - On Novem- and Hilton, plus a shuttle for their
ber 12th, SACYPAA is joining forces guests. Dates for the 2016 PRAASA
with District 29 to put on our 3rd An- in Sacramento will be: March 3-4-5
and 6, 2016!
nual Servicepalooza! The panels will
include CNIA, Anonymity in the DigiAPPOINTED CHAIR
tal Age, Sponsorship and H&I and PI/
REPORTS
CPC. A group of us went to Walnut
Creek to support two of our members
ACCENTS/ACENTOS
(accents@cnia.org) Jan P
competing in the East Bay YP's event,
"So you think you can funny." Our
Due to computer problems and with
own events chair, Danji, was selected many efforts by our secretary, translaas the winner. At our business meeting, tion team, and eservice folks, we were
four new service positions were filled, able to meet a later deadline of sending
out the Accents and Acentos for Octobringing us to the highest number of
members in history. We only have two ber and still before the ACM. Eserpositions open right now and are really vices, Webmaster, Registrar and
Printer received on October 4th and
hoping to have those filled next
month. We are also going to have a
7th. This is the last issue that will have
group inventory with Kelley M moder- the Accents / Acentos Survey and
ating. SACYPAA is also a WACYElection Assembly registration forms.
PAA bid committee and will attend
Please be sure to fill both out and send
to the addresses indicated. Results of
WACYPAA XV in Las Vegas on
January 26th-29th, 2012 to bid for WACNIA AREA ACCENTS
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the survey will be announced at the
Election Assembly in November.
ARCHIVES
(archives@cnia.org) Dean C
Archives is open the first Saturday of
the month from noon to four at 1807
Navy Drive in Stockton. I would like
to thank you for sending me to the 15th
annual National AA Archives Workshop in Helena, Montana last month.
The next one will be in Cocoa Beach,
Florida and in 2013; the workshop will
be in Springfield, Illinois. I attended
the Conservation Workshop. There
were a few ground rules for working
on archival documents. First do no
harm. No Scotch tape. No lamination,
do not laminate an original document.
No pens. In the Archives on the Internet presentation, I learned of a group
on the web that was started by history
lovers who were doing research on
people mentioned in the Big Book, and
to get further details on the lives of
early AA members, and to get a coherent dating scheme. You can find this
group at aahistorylovers.com. I was
saturated with information the first day
and kept going back for more. I would
recommend this workshop to anyone
who has an interest in AA history.
Thank you for the privilege of this experience.
BTG
(btg@cnia.org) Dick R
If you would like audio tapes of the
21st Annual BTGWW that was held in
Sacramento last month, let me know so
I can see what I can do to get a free set
to all those who want it. I attended a
Manteca Fellowship Newcomers Literature meeting on September 20th and
shared my experience, strength and
hope as it relates to one of my favorite
pieces of AA literature, the Bridging
the Gap pamphlet. Our BTG Correspondence Secretary, Betsy L., is going to rotate out of her current position
soon, and we are looking for a replacement. If you feel you may be available
for the position, please see me or Betsy
for any questions. The selection will
be made soon.
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E-SERVICES
(eservices@cnia.org) Shane K
Your eService committee is continuing
to work on an itemized Area inventory
and would like the help of the body.
Please take the time to make a list of
all hardware as well as software items
in your possession. This would help to
track and log all equipment for periodic maintenance procedures, updates,
virus scans, etc. The “Recording Secretaries” computer experienced a
power problem. The “Translation”
computer is slow to boot up. The
“Accents” computer is back to functioning well with reports of it being
slow, but it should be noted that it
would not be of great benefit to increase memory to speed these computers up! We are gearing up for our
equipment rental, and I have the information here today. We would like to
get it ordered ASAP. The rental
amount was quoted at $125.00. If this
trial with the equipment serves us, we
might want to consider a future purchase of this equipment. The quoted
purchase price for 1- T-35 FM Transmitter, 5 R35-8 Receivers, and 5 HED
021 Headsets including shipping is
$1,369.91. The webmaster says everything is going smoothly. Efren states
he is getting close on the Spanish
translation.
FINANCE
(finance@cnia.org) Titia A
At out last meeting, we had two items
on our agenda. The first was to update
the 2012 Proposed Spending Plan with
the cash on hand. And the second was
to discuss the wording for the proposed
motion to define the prudent reserve.
Both of these items will be discussed
later.

OLD BUSINESS
CNIA Service Material Book –
Lela M – We have a book that we
hand out to DCMs at the beginning of
every panel. It is the Chair’s responsibility to have this manual updated.
This panel, I have decided to send the
finance section to the finance committee; the assembly guidelines to the Alternate Chair to take a look at and so
on. Everyone has been really hard at
work. It is available for review.
CNIA AREA ACCENTS
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2012 PROPOSED SPENDING
PLAN – Titia A – Last month, we
discussed adding cash on hand. There
are three columns. First column is the
approved 2011 budget. The second
column is the first proposed 2012
spending plan and the third column is
second proposed 2012 spending plan
with the additional $8,000 of revenue.
We discussed what we were going to
do with the $8,000. We added money
to the Forum for the Delegate. We
increased the General Service Conference walking around money to $900.
We added back under Alternate Delegate the Forum also. We added back
under the Alternate Delegate
PRAASA.
We also added back
PRAASA to the Chair, Alternate
Chairman, the Treasurer, the Secretary,
the Registrar and all the appointed
chairs. We increased our General Service contribution to GSO from $1600
back up to $2,000. And then we balanced in the other expenses column.
Lela: We took NCC to the officer’s
meeting and the officers agreed to present to the body to remove funding
from two officer positions to one officer attending NCC. The expense
would go under the Chair and the
Chair would be responsible to make
sure that somebody attended. The
sense of the officers was to remove the
line item from the Delegate for NCC
$400 and keep it under the Chair for
$400.
Discussion: One of the issues for the
NCC panels is that we ask people to
participate and there is no reimbursement for them. One of my suggestions
was to perhaps to at least reimburse
these people for mileage. Could we
add some money for NCC budget?/So
perhaps we can take it out of Delegate
and put $600 in for chair./We also
need to budget for Delegate for their
report weekend./It would be nice if the
Delegate could go to the NCCAA
function when Coastal gives their report.
We have two proposals: Keep it as it
is - $400 under Delegate/$400 under
Chair or the second is to put $150
under Delegate and $450 under
Chair
Page 4

Vote Taken - No substantial unanimity. Budget will stay as is.
Discussion: There is nothing in there
for Archives Workshop and there is
nothing in there for supplies./If that is
something that the body wants us to
include, it is just of matter of figuring
out where that is going to come from.
Who is in favor of figuring out
where to get the $800 for the Archives Workshop?
Vote Taken – Substantial Unanimity
– Include Archives Workshop
Discussion: In the finance report in
the current Accents, it says we have
$15,000 in the checking account and a
little over $9,000 in the savings account balance. So we are talking about
reducing that amount. So I would say
one possibility would be to increase
that line that says cash on hand $8,000
to increase that by whatever amount
we would need to fund these other
things because it appears to me that we
have that money anyway./We should
probably look at BTG funding for the
workshop next year./BTG reimbursement for their workshop is around
$600./I was just going to say if we
went with what was suggested which
was correct. We do have additional
money that will be moved back into
the checking account. We could actually increase the cash on hand and put
$700 to Archives to go to Florida, give
$700 to BTG to go to Minneapolis,
which would take us to $1,400. We
have $200 possibly falling out of
NCAA if we were to change that. We
would need to come up with $1,200. If
we have $2,100 falling out of the CD,
a $1,200 increase in cash on hand isn’t
that big of a difference really. A maximum of $1,400.
Vote Taken - By of show of hands it
was approved to increase cash on
hand from $8,000 to $9,400 so we
can finance BTG and Archives.
Additional Consideration: To be discussed next year, financing the EServices Chair and the Finance Chair.
So the Finance Committee is going to
increase the cash on hand to $9,400.
We are leaving the Delegate at
DECEMBER 2011

NCCAA at $400. We are leaving the
Chair at NCCAA at $400. We are increasing the BTG special conference
from zero to $700. We are increasing
the Archives special conference from
zero to $700.
Vote Taken – Substantial Unanimity
– It was recommend that we forward
column three to the Election Assembly
The Finance Committee will amend as
discussed.

NEW BUSINESS

and the ACM based on actual
changes to the above-specified expenses.
Clarifying question: Are we defining
the prudent reserve only for 2012?
Answer: The proposal is not based for
a specific year. If something catastrophic was to happen and we had no
money, what would be the absolute
essential need of the Area? Those
were the expenses that we identified.
We happen to use the figures for 2012.
Clarifying question: Who approves
dipping into the prudent reserve?
Answer: Treasurer

TOPIC #1—Prudent Reserve

Vote Taken: Who is in favor of havMOTION: District 30 would like to ing the prudent reserve an ACM
make a motion to define the Area 07 motion? And who is favor of having
the prudent reserve an Assembly
Prudent Reserve.
motion?
The principle of our Prudent Reserve will be to provide the financial By simple majority, having the pruresources needed to continue funda- dent reserve an ACM motion wins.
mental services for up to one (1)
year in the event of an unexpected
TOPIC #2 — When is something a
and substantial reduction in contridecision at ACM and when is it a
butions to Area 07.
decision at Assembly?
The prudent reserve would be based
Discussion: I voted to take it to the
on the following annual expenses
Assembly simply as an educational
(the figures shown are those applicaprocess. I think it is a really good
ble to 2012) and would allow Area
thing that we are going to have a dis07 to fulfill the essential purpose of
cussion in order to educate the GSRs
sending an informed Delegate to the
as to why we have a prudent reserve
annual meeting of the General Serand what the prudent reserve is all
vice Conference:
about./We would like transparency on
ACM Meeting Room Rent ($800.00)
all levels. One of goals is for everyArchives Facility Rental ($2,700.00)
body to decipher the budget. /I think it
Liability Insurance ($480.00)
behooves the DCMs to take this budget
General Service Conference – Deleback to their GSRs in order for them to
gate’s miscellaneous expenses
have an informed decision. It’s not
($900.00)
glamorous. It is certainly something
General Service Conference – CNIA that needs to be discussed./ The Chair
contribution to GSO for the cost of
is allowed to determine what things
our Delegate’s attendance at the an- belong where. Things in the past that
nual meeting of the General Service have affected the way the Area does
Conference ($2,000.00)
business whether it is a prudent reserve
*In a situation where Area 07 exor whether it is a budget. Whether or
periences a temporary cash-flow
not we should spend $300 to rent
shortage the Prudent Reserve
equipment that may or may not be alwould remain available for -any
ready budgeted for, that is a matter for
Area 07 expenses and would be re- housekeeping and does not require asplenished as soon as revenues per- sembly approval. If it is going to
mit.
change the way we do business, then it
The current Prudent Reserve would belongs to the Area./I think that definibe set at $6,880.00 to be reevaluated tion of the prudent reserve could be
annually by the Finance Committee decided at the ACM and the actual dolCNIA AREA ACCENTS
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lar amount be decided at the ACM./
When you get into dollars and cents,
people sometimes let their emotions
override the intellect. My understanding that groups need to be informed
then we can take it to the assembly./ If
we voted on something that had to do
with money here at the Area meeting,
my district would scream like smashed
cats. They want to know. And they
want to be able to vote on money issues. Part of my responsibility as DCM
is to pass this on to the GSRs. I commend the Finance Committee this
panel. People get upset if a decision is
made and they were not informed. I
would like to see the definition and the
change that was discussed today go
into the handbook./I think this should
be taken to the district first and then to
the Assembly./There is very clear history regarding decisions having to do
with money specifically. ACM could
make a decision about money if it is
less than $300./The reason we have
any money at all is because the groups
have contributed those funds to us.
They trust us with that money. Part of
that trust means that we have to be accountable. I think we would be going
backwards if we made this decision
here at the ACM./I don’t think we
should ever sacrifice principle for convenience.
Re-vote Taken: Who is in favor of
having the prudent reserve an ACM
motion? And who is favor of having
the prudent reserve an Assembly
motion?
By substantial unanimity, those in
favor of having the prudent reserve
an Assembly motion wins.
TOPIC #3 – NCCAA
After our Officer’s meeting, we came
up with a proposal. Instead of having
two people go to every NCCAA conference, it was decided that one person
is responsible for attending an
NCCAA conferences. Only one person
is funded to go. It is the Chair’s responsibility to make sure someone is
attending. That person rotates and the
Chair is responsible to make sure that
happens. The Delegate goes at least
one time when they do their report.
DECEMBER 2011

Discussion: Has anyone in this room
been asked to attend a panel for
NCCAA? It is a financial burden. I
think the panelists should be reimbursed at least for their mileage. We
could include more people. I also think
the Delegate should attend the conference when Coastal delegate gives their
report./I think there are also some business meetings that we attend./Our current guidelines do not mention a
monthly meeting. But I think they
should be there./It has been the policy
of Area chairs to ask people who are
already attending. But the community
misses the opportunity to hear from
people that would not normally go. We
might have to pay for events where we
may talk about AA Service. We need
to think about how we carry the message./My experience being on an
NCCAA panel was wonderful. Unfortunately others wanted that opportunity, but could not afford it if asked.
We need to provide some money so
that more people can come and share
their experience, strength and hope./It
says very clearly that many times we
have tried other ways and we have
failed. We should not deviate from the
objective, but we need to keep communication with NCCAA. I suggest we
have a link for NCCAA and that we
reimburse the mileage./We are discussing four concepts here. One is about
funding. Do we fund two people or
not? Do we reimburse people to go
speak or not? My hope is that we can
give the Chair the power to designate
others to go. The manual right now
does not have that flexibility./I think
that if NCCAA wants us to be there,
we have every right to suggest to them
it would be better if that at the beginning of every one of their speaker
meetings, have someone give at least a
couple of minutes talking about the
General Service session and invite the
people to it. Because otherwise it ends
up, usually people that attend these
sessions are already involved. I just
don’t believe that a whole lot of people
are getting the message of General Service because of NCC.

CNIA AREA ACCENTS
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DELEGATE’S REPORT
delegate@cnia.org
by Melody T
AAWS — The Regional Directories
are available.
AGENDA—I have forms if your
Groups and Districts want to contribute to the theme of the 2013 General
Service Conference. You have until
December.
ARCHIVES—The GSO Archives
has a new part-time staffer Stephanie
Gellis, a non-alcoholic, to help in the
maintenance of our ever-growing body
of archival material. The Archives has
received a gift of a 2nd and 3rd printing
of the 12 and 12, which completes the
collection of printings of this book.
FINANCE —Net sales were .8%
greater than budget (favorable). Contributions were 2.9% below budget
(unfavorable).
Operating expenses
were 2.6% less than budget
(favorable). Net income for the period
ending July 31, 2011 was $167, 400
greater than budget (favorable). Thank
you to all the Groups which are contributing. It is very much appreciated especially in tough times.
GRAPEVINE, INC. — The new
books, Step by Step and Emotional Sobriety II are now available. Did you
know that GrapeNet on aagrapevine.org is a special forum for GvR’s
and RLV’s? It is a participatory section which allows these trusted servants to network with each other and
share ideas. Remember that you can
subscribe to “Grapevine Complete”
and get both the print version and the
online version of Grapevine. I placed
editorial calendars for the Grapevine
and La Viña in your packets. How
about having a writing workshop?
These are very easy to organize. Just
get some folks together who want to
do it, have a few people who are good
at proof-reading to help and there you
go!

-9. Ideas go to the International Conventions Desk at GSO.
LITERATURE - You might recall
that I reported, AAWS received a request to have Daily Reflections on the
website, with e-mail capabilities for
the “Meditation of the Day.” Since
this is a change of delivery modality
and not a substantive change in the
literature itself, the request in itself
does not require Conference approval.
More will be revealed on this, and how
you opt in for the e-mail delivery.
The revised pamphlets “AA Member –
Medication and Other Drugs” and
“Understanding Anonymity” have
been made available. AAWS has approved online sales. AAWS estimates the capabilities to be up by next
fall. For shipping orders greater than
$500, there will be no shipping charge,
which will give a break to our Intergroups and Central Offices, which may
notice a cut in revenue with this new
policy. Shipping charges under $500
per order will vary. AAWS continues
to work on having all literature items
available in French, Spanish and English. Continue to bring untranslated
materials to the attention of the delegate, or you can notice AAWS yourself. “Equal services” is an AAWS
goal. E-Book project: The launch for
the E-Book project, both the Fourth
Edition of the Big Book and the 12 and
12, is scheduled for next month. Each
will cost $6.00. The App will be free
at the Apple App Store, and you will
purchase the books through the AAWS
Online Store.

TREATMENT /SPECIAL NEEDS /
ACCESSIBILITIES —As reported,
AAWS has reviewed some customized
illustrations for the pamphlet “Is AA
for Me?” We are particularly interested
in this concept, because it paves the
way for our work in producing a work
for persons with less visible challenges. Update on the materials sent
from CNIA on carrying the message
into psychiatric facilities. I received a
call from Mary D. on the TSN-A Desk
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS - Suggest a theme for the 2015 at GSO. The Trustees have in fact
International Convention! This will be looked at these materials and we are
expecting a written response on the
held in Atlanta, GA, July 2-5, 2015.
Past themes are in an article in Box 4-5 disposition.
Page 6
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OFFICER REPORTS
Registrar - Michael K
(registrar@cnia.org)
I received three national directories
from GSO. I mailed out 40 Acentos
and 480 Accents. And I emailed 383.
Every month the email list gets a little
bigger. I attended Spanish Intergroup
meeting. Thank for inviting me. I participated in the Officer’s meeting. I
am invited to chair a Concepts meeting
in District 27. I have been asked to
participate in a Traditions Workshop in
District 21. I also helped with the
Election Assembly in District 54.

vice Sponsorship, moderating a District 24 Inventory, participated in an
Area Officer’s Conference Call, helped
re-edit the Assembly Guidelines, and
tomorrow I will be moderating SACYPAA’s Group Inventory.

Chair – Lela M
(chair@cnia.org)
At our officers’ meeting, we discussed
District 49 is going dark. How can we
reach out to see if we can help be the
links of communication? We also discussed an early draft version of the
Prudent Reserve and responded to the
committee with various considerations.
NCC participation and the upcoming
assembly and agenda were also topics
Treasurer—Brent G
of discussion. I will be speaking at a
(treasurer@cnia.org)
The Finance Committee made a deci- Traditions workshop at 5th Street Felsion of a prudent reserve to present.
lowship. I will also be speaking on a
Please send expense requests to me
panel Safety in A.A. in Grass Valley. I
with Cheryl H.
have taken all the edits I have received
and incorporated them into a draft verSecretary – Victoria L
sion of the CNIA Service Material
(secretary@cnia.org)
Book. Please see www.cnia.org/
This last month has been kind of
Service-Material.aspx. I have asked
rough but with the help of my fellow
trusted servants, we got through it. My two additional committee members to
computer decided to break down. Jan join the PRAASA Bid committee –
loaned me her personal computer and I thanks Bill S and Dick R.
was able to reconstruct the minutes and
Alternate Delegate – Dreigh P
turn them in on time. In the meantime,
(alt-delegate@cnia.org)
As some of you may recall, Area 7’s
Shane took my computer and got it
fixed and got it back to me. A special CPC Committee received a request by
the CPA, California Psychiatric Assothanks go out to Jan P, Dreigh P, and
Shane K. I was a presenter at the 20th ciation to have a booth at their annual
Conference. In a truly amazing act of
Anniversary of the Salvation Army
Depot. It is the homeless shelter that I Unity, the following groups “Stepped
stayed at when I was new in sobriety. Up.” Area 06 gave $100, District 25
So that was really cool. I am available gave $100, District 17 gave $100, District 21 gave $50, and District 11 gave
for events in your district. So please
$50!!!! We were asked to come back
ask me to do stuff.
not only to this event at their 2012
Alternate Chair—Kelley M
Conference to be held in Area 08,
(alt-chair@cnia.org)
but additionally the representative
It’s time to register for the Election
Assembly at the Modesto Centre Plaza from NAMI, National Alliance on
in November. I attended a meeting of Mental Illness has also invited AA to
attend their next conference to be held
the Host Committees District 33 and
Distrito 56. We are looking forward to in Area 09, in the Irvine Area. This
experience was so significant for us,
a great time in Modesto. It’s time to
begin talking with your Districts as to that Woody and I have committed to
your willingness to host an Assembly writing an article for Box 4-5-9 to disin 2013. We will be considering bids cuss our experience. Thanks again to
Woody R. and Lorri A. from Mariposa
at the December Planning Meeting.
for their fellowship in the booth. On
Other service opportunities of note
November 5th, I’ll be participating with
were participating in a District 27
the Delta Intergroup at their Carrying
workshop where I shared about SerCNIA AREA ACCENTS
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the AA Message to Alcoholics with
Special Needs. The following month, I
will be attending the Delta Intergroup
PI/CPC Workshop about Cooperation
with Parole and Probation Department.

DCM REPORTS
D-09 – Lee E, DCM – At our last
meeting, we discussed when to hold
the Service Workshop. The committee
chose to have it at Lake Shastina Community Hall on October 18th. Our district elections will be held at the regular district meeting on November 6th.
Our Alternate DCM, Jan W., has
stepped up and provided the leadership
to get these venues up and running and
I along with District 09 owe a huge
debt of gratitude. I thank the district
and all of CNIA for allowing me to
serve as DCM these last three years.
D-11 – Maureen R, GSR - The big
news is that we had the elections at our
district meeting last Sunday and our
new officers are: Cindy C, DCM, myself, Maureen R, Alt DCM, Tricia C,
Treasurer, and Larry W, Recording
Secretary. Open positions are PI/CPC,
BTG and Grapevine Rep. We were
graced with Ken M who moderated for
us. Katie continues to update information sheets. Intergroup has invited Katie to speak at the Annual Intergroup
Christmas party on the role and importance of Intergroup.
D-15 – Ken M, DCM – Our District
is doing pretty good. Contributions are
up which is really a good thing. The
District Archives that we started last
month is moving along well. We will
be having our District elections next
weekend. Thank you to Katie, DCMDistrict 11, for inviting me to moderate
their elections. It was a blast and I
learned a lot. One of our larger meetings is finally moving to a bigger facility.
D-17 – Dan G, Alternate DCM – Attendance at District meetings is still
around 15 people with lots of participation. We started our election process on October 10th. Those elected are:
Jan H., DCM; Joe A., Treasurer; Gil,
Workshop Chair; and Roger, Teleservice. We will be electing our Alt
DECEMBER 2011

DCM, PI/CPC chair and BTG chair at
the November meeting. District 17
had a committee headed by Jerry L
from Davis Attitude Adjustment to
discuss a book on Pioneer Women in
AA. They made an alternate proposal
for a Grapevine book comprised of
stories by women from the early days
of the Grapevine. The District will be
writing a letter with this proposal to
the Grapevine editor and we will copy
the area to see if others would like to
support this idea.

D-22 – Shane K, DCM – We held our
District Elections, and I am happy to
inform you that our next panel will
consist of… Tom A. – DCM, Becky B.
Alt. DCM, Larry R.-Treasurer and
Fran D. Recording Secretary. Once
again we referenced the 2011 Final
Conference reports and gave the body
an opportunity to discuss any questions. The 2012 Conference Preliminary agenda items were also passed
out. Attendance remains steady for
most groups, some ongoing concerns
over splits and two groups dealing with
D-19 – Bonnie B, DCM - ’ve been
concerns over member safety, and/or
informed that the recovering drunks in
inappropriate behaviors. Our PI/CPC
our area are doing well, so they have
has a new co-Chair… yours truly, and
decided to send me to the Election Asactivity has been steady.
sembly in November. I’m very excited
D-23 – Dave C, DCM – We had our
that they have chosen to send me.
meeting on September 26th. We had
Also the Christmas Committee has
the largest group in a long time. Five
voted to make the Christmas Party a
GSR's attended the meeting. Three of
district function again. At our next
district meeting, we will be voting for us attended the BTM Weekend Worknew district officers. I know with the shop and two of us were of service. I
individuals that have been nominated was fortunate enough to get a CD
packet so I could share the presentaso far, we are going to have an awesome group covering the next two year tions with others. I met some wonderful people there and gained knowledge
term.
of service.
D-20 – Dan L, Alternate DCM – DisD-24 – Regina K, DCM — At our
trict 20 held our Old-Timers’/Unity
Day on October 1st. It was very well meeting, we had a district inventory
that was put together by my alternate
attended. The district has been runDCM, Jon S and facilitated by Area
ning in the red – again. We have not
received the treasurer’s report from the Alternate Chair, Kelley M. We had a
Unity Day event, but we believe it will really healthy conversation and it was
good to be a part of it. The groups are
put us back in the black a little. The
GSRs who attended the district meet- all doing well and as a district, we are
financially sound. We will be doing
ing unanimously agreed to hold a
district elections next month and it
workshop on Safety in AA. We are
looks like we'll have a pretty good
very grateful that Melody, Lela and
turnout at the election assembly.
Woody have consented to chair the
panel discussion. It is a touchy subD-27 – Ann R, DCM - On September
ject. People are talking with me both 24th, District 27 and a host of Area reppro and con already.
resentatives held the 1st of two Fall
workshops. Approximately 30 AA’ers
D-21 – Dick B, Alternate DCM –
District 21 consists of Western Placer came to listen to the message on Service and Sponsorship. Our second Fall
County and Auburn. Last month, I
District 27 workshop is scheduled for
filled in for Matthew at the district
nd
meeting. We decided to form a com- October 22 on Anonymity in the
mittee to work on our district budget. Digital Age. Our District 27 Finance
District 21 is moderating District 27’s committee met in September, and we
election on October 18th. And on Oc- have begun the process of pulling totober 25th, District 27 will be moderat- gether our final quarter report. A brief
discussion was held at our meeting
ing our election.
regarding GSR’s making themselves
available for consideration to serve the
CNIA AREA ACCENTS
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Area level. Several GSR’s spoke affirmative that they are interested. A
vote will be taken at the October meeting that will decide on the District 27
nominee that will go forward.
D-29 – Pamela B, DCM – Lee W will
be the facilitator for the Traditional
Group inventory on December 3rd.
The Rebellion Dogs in having their
24th Anniversary. At the Natomas
Group, all positions are up for elections. The GSR position for the Too
Young will be up for re-election next
month. North Highlands Group is doing great. The Rio Linda Group will
attempt to hold a monthly speaker
meeting starting Jan 2012 on the 2nd
Friday of each month. The Holy
Smokeless Group has their business
meeting on the 3rd Tuesday of every
other month. At the North Sac Group,
Joyce is attending last official district
meeting for her group. At the Serenity
Book and Step Study, meetings are
Tuesday and Thursday at 10:00am.
D-30 – Titia A, DCM — We completed the Area Accents Survey as a
group. At our Unity Day, we had 98 in
attendance. Everyone had a great time.
We held our Annual Gold Country
Round-up on September 23rd – 25th.
There were 169 registered and camping was sold out. And we had a bunch
of volunteers. We will have our elections for our district in November.
D-31 – Jim Hooben, DCM – We are
currently putting together District
Guidelines. The Treasurer and the
Secretary positions have recently become available. The meetings in our
district have been contributing more
financially to our district which has put
us ahead in our budget for the first
time in this panel.
D-32 – Cynthia B, Alternate DCM –
Our district is say good-bye to Shaun
G. who is moving to Oregon. We are
having our district elections in October
instead of November in order to be
better prepared for the new year and
the new panel. We are working on district guidelines. We now have two
“Grapevine” meetings which has increased interest in our AA magazine.
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D-33 – Tripp J, DCM – Reports from
all servants show that business is functional and that groups are for the most
part healthy and maintain attendance
and support. Our treasury has reestablished a healthy dollar mark. The only
business that is on the table is the formation of a web committee to monitor
content and provide support to the
Web Servant. Our District Website
continues to receive plenty of attention
from the community and records over
2000 hits per month and climbing. H
& I and our local hotline are well represented and continue to meet their
commitments.

tions to keep them from going dark.
We will hold our elections the first
week in November. We look forward
to a new panel with fresh ideas. It has
been a privilege to serve as DCM in
this panel.

Meeting adjourned at 3:45 p.m.
With love and gratitude
Vikki L Recording Secretary
(secretary@cnia.org)
Area 07 — Panel 60

D-53 – Inocencio S, DCM — When
we talk about carrying the message or
when we talk about money, there is
always a discussion. There is plenty of
BER ACM
money in our district. We have a pruSATURDAY
dent reserve of $1,000. But there is a
decemBER 17, 2011
deep apathy for service. So you can
see that money is not the problem.
10:00 am
Call to Order
We scheduled the date for the next
Serenity
Prayer
elections and nobody came forward.
12
Traditions
(short form)
D-36 – Laurelle G, DCM — I would We did it again yesterday and nobody
12
Concepts
(short
form)
like to thank Lela, Shane and Brenda C came forward again. Neither of the
Introductions
for coming to our Unity Day on Sepcommittees is functioning, so there is
Announcements
tember 25th. We had a great turnout.
no action. But I have trust in God and
Assembly Reports
Our local H&I at USP Atwater have
I know that he will provide.
Liaison Reports
seen a big increase of inmate attenD-54 – Elias M, DCM — We conCentral Offices
dee’s since their last Mini-Conference tinue having our meetings on the 1st
H&I
inside the walls. (1-2 up to almost 30
and 3rd Thursday of each month. OctoYP
inmates) We are looking for volunber 20th we will have our elections.
teers. All members are welcome. ToWe have a little inconvenience with
7th Tradition
morrow is our District Monthly meet- Central Office. On that day, they are
ing; we will be following the Third
holding another meeting. We look for
Consideration of the
Legacy Election Process. I am excited a solution and talked to several groups
2012 Area Calendar
about participating in our election
and Al-Anon. Al-Anon and another
process.
group let us use their hall for the elecProposal of the
D-42 – Brian W, DCM– Northeast
tions. We keep working on the 10th
2013 Area Calendar (Draft)
fellowship formed a group inventory
Spanish Forum and we are working on
committee. Their prudent reserve is
translation from Spanish to English.
Delegate’s Report
down. We have a new GSR – Greg H At the Election Assembly, we are hopand Alt. GSR – Tommy R. from Sierra ing to have the information in English 12:00 Pot Luck Lunch
Fellowship. Northpark Fellowship is
regarding the Forum.
wrapping up their group inventory. I
1:30 Assembly Bid Process
D-56 – Francisco E, DCM — I got
would like to say Thank you to North- some flyers for the 10th Forum. We
park for their generous contribution to were talking about topics for the as2:30 Annual BTG Workshop
the District. FCYPAA held their
Bid Process
sembly. I think $12 is pretty cheap, so
ACYPAA summit in Fresno. It went
I hope everybody attends. I am very
well. They are well above their prudent happy because we are a new district.
3:00 Old Business, New Business
reserve and will be splitting monies to We also discussed the agenda items
service structures. PI/CPC is setting up and the elections that are going to be
● Old Business Motion:
meetings with social workers at two
re: Prudent reserve
held on December 3rd. I think from
hospitals. BTG is scheduled to get
what I have seen, we are doing well.
back into Touchtone Recovery. Contri- We have different committees. I am
● Old Business Discussion:
butions are down for most of our
re: CNIA Service Material Book
very grateful and I think somebody is
groups as well as the District.
going to step up as DCM and if not, I
4:00 Close
D-47 – Cheryl H, DCM – At our Oc- will have to say goodbye because I
tober meeting, one item of discussion need to rotate. In my district, we do
was concern about District 49 in Han- not have much money. There is no
HAPPY
prudent reserve.
ford/Lemoore. A handful of GSRs
NEW YEAR
would like to attend a meeting with
2012
District 49 to discuss possible soluCNIA AREA ACCENTS
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CNIA Finances as of

2011

91.7%

YTD

December 1, 2011

Budget

of the Year

Actual

37,000.00

33,916.67

33,442.21

(Under)
Budget
(474.46)

760.00
900.00
1,660.00
0.00
38,660.00

696.67
825.00
1,521.67
0.00
35,438.33

429.34
1,224.08
1,653.42
3,944.69
39,040.32

(267.33)
399.08
131.75
3,944.69
3,601.99

-38.4%
48.4%
8.7%
100.0%
10.2%

3,000.00
2,250.00
0.00
10,000.00
100.00
40.00
15,430.00
54,090.00

2,750.00
2,062.50
36.67
9,166.67
91.67
36.67
14,144.17
49,582.50

1,071.80
941.50
16.00
7,628.84
0.00
23.53
9,681.67
48,721.99

(1,678.20)
(1,121.00)
(20.67)
(1,537.83)
(91.67)
(13.14)
(4,462.50)
(860.51)

-61.0%
-54.4%
-56.4%
-16.8%
-100.0%
-35.8%
-31.6%
-1.7%

5,460.00
1,825.00
2,150.00
1,350.00
1,200.00
3,400.00
1,225.00
16,610.00
800.00
800.00
1,430.00
720.00
1,625.00
0.00
775.00
0.00
6,150.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
0.00
12,500.00
6,000.00
1,400.00
0.00
0.00
7,400.00
2,250.00
3,000.00
12,650.00
800.00
480.00
2,700.00
3,980.00
0.00
3,984.00
500.00
216.00
716.00
54,090.00
0.00

5,005.00
1,672.92
1,970.83
1,237.50
1,100.00
3,116.67
1,122.92
15,225.83
733.33
733.33
1,310.83
660.00
1,489.58
0.00
710.42
0.00
5,637.50
2,500.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
0.00
2,500.00
0.00
11,458.33
5,500.00
1,283.33
0.00
0.00
6,783.33
2,062.50
2,750.00
11,595.83
200.00
480.00
2,475.00
3,648.33
0.00
3,785.33
500.00
198.00
698.00
49,582.50
0.00

2,910.74
1,228.14
730.96
993.41
629.52
3,248.48
1,119.29
10,860.54
671.89
658.82
704.87
696.35
1,587.52
0.00
1,175.91
0.00
5,495.36
922.73
3,604.81
37.35
37.00
3,061.57
116.33
7,779.79
4,796.35
694.79
2,691.79
46.50
8,229.43
0.00
963.35
9,192.78
1,400.00
460.00
2,700.00
4,560.00
0.00
2,074.99
442.03
92.96
561.99
40,525.45
8,196.54

(2,094.26)
(444.78)
(1,239.87)
(244.09)
(470.48)
131.81
(3.63)
(4,365.29)
(61.44)
(74.51)
(605.96)
36.35
97.94
0.00
465.49
0.00
(142.14)
(1,577.27)
1,104.81
(2,462.65)
37.00
561.57
116.33
(3,678.54)
(703.65)
(588.54)
2,691.79
46.50
1,446.10
(2,062.50)
(1,786.65)
(2,403.05)
1,200.00
(20.00)
225.00
911.67
0.00
(1,710.34)
(57.97)
(105.04)
(136.01)
(9,057.05)
8,196.54

-41.8%
-26.6%
-62.9%
-19.7%
-42.8%
4.2%
-0.3%
-28.7%
-8.4%
-10.2%
-46.2%
5.5%
6.6%
100.0%
65.5%
100.0%
-2.5%
-63.1%
44.2%
-98.5%
100.0%
22.5%
100.0%
-32.1%
-12.8%
-45.9%
100.0%
100.0%
21.3%
-100.0%
-65.0%
-20.7%
600.0%
-4.2%
9.1%
25.0%
100.0%
-45.2%
-11.6%
-53.1%
-19.5%
-18.3%
100.0%

Total Both
Accounts:

$24,389.24

4 · Contributed support
4010 · Group Contributions
4020 · Seventh Tradition
4021 · 7th - ACM
4022 · 7th - Assy
Total 4020 · Seventh Tradition
4050 · Contribution - Other
Total 4 · Contributed support
5 · Earned revenues
5110 · Literature Sales
5140 · Grapevine Sales
5150 · Accents Subscriptions
5160 · Assembly Income
5220 · Other AA Sources
5310 · Interest-savings/short-term inv
Total 5 · Earned revenues
Total Income

Over or
Variance
-1.4%

Expenses
Total 7620 · Delegate
Total 7640 · Alt. Delegate
Total 7660 · Chairman
Total 7680 · Alt. Chairman
Total 7700 · Secretary
Total 7720 · Treasurer
Total 7740 · Registrar
Total 7600 · Officers Expenses
Total 7820 · Literature Chairman
Total 7840 · Grapevine Chair
Total 7860 · Bridging The Gap
Total 7880 · Accents Chairman
Total 7900 · Archives Chairman
Total 7920 · Webmaster
Total 7940 · Translation Committee
Total 7960 · Other Appointed, Ad Hoc Commit
Total 7800 · Appointed Chair Expenses
Total 8010 · Winter Assembly
Total 8020 · Pre-Conference Assembly
Total 8030 · Post-Conference Assembly
Total 8040 · Mini-PRAASA
Total 8050 · Election Assembly
Total 8070 · Area Workshops
Total 8000 · Assemblies & Workshops
8153 · English Accents Printing
8156 · Spanish Acentos Printing
8158 · Accents & Acentos Postage
8159 · Accents & Acentos Return Postage
Total 8150 · Accents & Acentos Production
8180 · AA Grapevine Purchases
8190 · AA Literature Purchases
Total 8100 · Accents, Grapevine, Literature
8210 · Rent
8230 · Liability Insurance
8240 · Archives Facility Rental
Total 8200 · Meeting Room Expenses
Total 8300 · Web Site
Total 8500 · Misc expenses
8620 · Sales taxes
8640 · Chargeback of Contributions
Total 8600 · Taxes & Fees
Total Expense
Net Income
As of

Checking Account Balance

$15,276.48

12/01/2011

Savings Account Balance

$9,112.76
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WINTER ASSEMBLY –
CNIA AREA 07
Saturday, Jan. 21 – Sunday, Jan. 22, 2012
Hosted by District 36
MERCED COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS – TIOGA HALL
900 Martin Luther King Jr. Way
Merced, CA 95341
Map and directions on reverse
ON-SITE REGISTRATION BEGINS AT
9:00 A.M. SATURDAY

ASSEMBLY STARTS AT 12:00 NOON
For more information contact: winterassembly@cnia.org

2012 Winter Assembly Registration Form
Please detach and mail to address below.

Name_____________________________Phone______________District_________
Service Position: GSR____Alt GSR____DCM____Alt DCM____AA Member_____
Area Officer/ Position___________________________Other
_______Registration
_______Bottomless coffee
_______Dinner

$15.00
$ 3.00
$15.00 SPECIFY: Chicken______ Vegetarian______
$_______Total amount enclosed

Make check payable to District 36. Mail completed form & check to:
District 36, P. O. Box 1362, Atwater, CA 95301
CNIA AREA ACCENTS
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WINTER ASSEMBLY
JANUARY 21-22, 2012
Merced County Fairgrounds
Tioga Building (just inside gate)
FROM SOUTH: Take Highway 99 North to
Martin Luther King, Jr. Way exit in Merced.
At foot of exit ramp, turn left under overpass.
Proceed approx. 4/10 mile.
Fairgrounds is on your left.
Tioga Bldg. is on your right just inside the gate.
FROM NORTH: Take Highway 99 South to
Martin Luther King, Jr. Way exit in Merced.
At foot of exit ramp, turn right.
Proceed approx. 3/10 mile.
Fairgrounds is on your left.
Tioga Bldg. is on your right just inside the gate.

HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS
730 Motel Drive
Merced, CA 95340
209-384-3700`
Rate: $69 (or $79 for upgrade to
suite).
MENTION “CNIA WINTER ASSEMBLY” AND REGISTER
PRIOR TO JAN. 2 FOR RATE.
Complimentary Full Breakfast

Hampton Inn & Suites
225 S. Parsons Ave.
Merced, CA 95340
209-386-1210
Rate: $79 (or $89 for upgrade to
suite).
MENTION “CNIA” AND REGISTER PRIOR TO JAN 2 FOR
RATE.
Complimentary Breakfast Buffet

Comfort Inn
730 Motel Drive
Merced, CA 95340
209-383-0643
Rate: $59 IF YOU MENTION
“CNIA WINTER ASSEMBLY”
AND REGISTER BY JAN. 2
Complimentary full breakfast.

Best Western
1033 Motel Drive
Merced, CA 95340
209-723-2163
Corporate Rate: $73 for single,
$79 for double (2 queens) MENTION “CNIA” TO GET CORPORATE RATE.
Complimentary Continental
Breakfast

Courtyard by Marriott
750 Motel Drive
Merced, CA 95340
1-866-599-6674
Rate: $109 (regular rate)

Others….
Days Inn (209) 722-2726
Motel 6 (209) 384-2181
Super 8 (209) 384-1303

QUESTIONS?
Contact: winterassembly@cnia.org

CNIA AREA ACCENTS
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delegate@cnia.org

Alternate Delegate
& PI/CPC Liaison

alt-delegate.p60@cnia.org

Chairperson

chair@cnia.org

Alternate Chair

alt-chair@cnia.org

Treasurer

treasurer@cnia.org
CNIA contributions: PO Box 161712
Sacramento, CA 95816-1712

Recording Secretary

secretary@cnia.org

Registrar

registrar@cnia.org

Archivist

archives@cnia.org

Bridging the Gap

btg@cnia.org

Literature Chair

literature@cnia.org

Area Accents Publisher

accents@cnia.org

Finance Chair

finance@cnia.org

Grapevine Chair

Circle your selected distribution method:

Email

Mail

Mailed subscriptions $4/yr. Make check payable to CNIA.
Mail to: Registrar
P O Box 161712
Sacramento, CA 95816-1712
Area General Service Committee Meetings:
3rd Saturday of each month, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
East Yolo Fellowship
1040 Soule Street, West Sacramento, CA (map below)
Davis
(I-80)

Sacramento
(I-80)
Jackson

1040 Soule

Delegate

Accents Subscription:
Name:_______________________________District #________
Address:_____________________________________________
City:________________________State:_______Zip:_________
Email:_______________________________________________

Jefferson

CNIA TRUSTED SERVANTS

15th Street

CNIA ARCHIVES CENTER
1807 Navy Drive (at Fresno Ave) Suite #11 Stockton, CA 95555
(ROGERS Construction, Inc Near Port of Stockton)
Second Floor Rear
From Fresno(and other points south): North on 99, West on 120,
North on I-5, Exit at W Charter Way - turn left at bottom of ramp.
Keep to right and after about 100 ft make a right on to Navy Drive.
From Sacramento(and other points north): South on I-5, Exit at
Fresno Ave - turn right at bottom of ramp. Keep to right and after
about 100 ft make a right on to Navy Drive. .
From both directions Continue on Navy Dr until just past Fresno Av.
The Archives is located in the building on the NW corner of the intersection of Navy and Fresno. The entrance is at the far end of the
building, up the stairs.

Call Archivist:
CNIA Archives Will Be Open the 1st Saturday - Noon to 5 pm

Translation Committee

translation@cnia.org

E-Committee Chair

eservices@cnia.org

I-5

N
Fresno Ave

Web-servant

99

Hwy 4

webmaster@cnia.org

Navy Dr
Charter Way
Pacific Region Trustee

Rod B

rbbetone@aol.com

2011
(DISTRICT)
WINTER ASSEMBLY (11)
AREA COMMITTEE
PRAASA
NCCAA
AREA COMMITTEE
PRE-CONFERENCE ASMBLY(47 49 55)
GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
POST-CONFERENCE ASSEMBLY (22)
NCCAA
AREA COMMITTEE
AREA COMMITTEE
PACIFIC REGIONAL FORUM (Add’l)
BTG WORKSHOP WEEKEND
AREA COMMITTEE
AREA COMMITTEE
NCCAA
ELECTION ASSEMBLY (33 & 56)
AREA PLANNING COMMITTEE

CALIFORNIA NORTHERN INTERIOR AREA
CALENDAR 2011-2012

JAN 15-16
FEB 19
MAR 4-6
MAR 11-13
MAR 19
APR 16-17
MAY 1-7
MAY 21-22
JUN 10-12
JUN 18
JUL 16
AUG 19-21
SEP 9-11
SEP 17
OCT 15
OCT 29-31
NOV 18-20
DEC 17
2012 - Proposed
(DISTRICT)
WINTER ASSEMBLY (36)
MERCED
AREA COMMITTEE
W. SACRAMENTO
PRAASA
BELLEVUE, WA
NCCAA
SAN RAMON
AREA COMMITTEE
W. SACRAMENTO
PRE-CONFERENCE ASMBLY(32)
TRACY/STOCKTON
GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
NEW YORK, NY
POST-CONFERENCE ASSEMBLY(29/21) ROSEVILLE
AREA COMMITTEE
W. SACRAMENTO
AREA COMMITTEE
W. SACRAMENTO
AREA COMMITTEE
W. SACRAMENTO
PACIFIC REGIONAL FORUM
FAIRBANKS, AK
AREA COMMITTEE
W. SACRAMENTO
NCCAA
SACRAMENTO
MINI-PRAASA (30)
JACKSON
AREA COMMITTEE
W. SACRAMENTO
AREA PLANNING COMMITTEE
W. SACRAMENTO

RED BLUFF
W. SACRAMENTO
HAWAII
FOSTER CITY
W. SACRAMENTO
LEMOORE
NEW YORK
PLACERVILLE
STOCKTON
W. SACRAMENTO
W. SACRAMENTO
WOODLAND HILLS
SACRAMENTO
W. SACRAMENTO
W. SACRAMENTO
SANTA ROSA
MODESTO
W. SACRAMENTO

JAN 21-22
FEB 18
MAR 2-4
MAR 16-18
MAR 17
APR 14-15
APR 22-28
MAY 19-20
JUN 16
JUL 21
AUG 18
SEP 14-16
SEP 15
OCT 4-6
OCT 19-21
NOV 17
DEC 15

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

CNIA AREA ACCENTS
496 Pimentel Way
Sacramento, CA 95831

